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The use of information and communication technologies for the implementation 
ofthe UNCAC  
 
Information and communications technologies (ICT) have been hailed as the answer to 
practical problems of increasing transparency and public accountability in public 
administration.  
 
ICT can make it easier for citizens to scrutinize government activity and to voice 
concerns and opinions about its performance. The use of ICT in public administration 
also presents two types of corruption prevention challenges.  
 
The first is that fraudulent activity in public administration, as elsewhere, can be made 
easier and more damaging by using ICT.  
 
Secondly corruption risks can arise from the increasing dependence of public sector 
agencies on ICT to run their operations. Both the purchase and maintenance of ICT 
systems requires technical expertise that may be lost as public administration prioritizes 
core functions over administrative support.  
 
Buying in this expertise without due diligence exposes public authorities to the 
challenges of a contractor workforce mentioned earlier but with the potential for greater 
damage than in many other administrative support functions.  
 
The core challenge is in maintaining costly expertise. ICT plays a role in preventing 
corruption not only in accountability and transparency but also by supporting the quality 
of an organization's operational efficiency and robust internal governance. Inside public 
sector agencies, electronic records management systems can improve the quality, 
reliability -and even the existence -of public records and administrative performance 
generally. Electronic data can also facilitate more efficient auditing and ex post 
investigation of processes and analysis of corruption risks that can be used as strategic 
intelligence to improve systems.  
 
Electronic systems can be designed to reduce opportunities for manipulation and cover-
ups and to incorporate in-built access and approval controls to protect operational 
integrity. ICT has been proposed as particularly useful in the management of public 
procurement and in tax administration. 
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Alongside awareness activities, NAB has been involved in preventive interventions for
the sake of pre-empting corruption in the public sector organizations. The
interventions are coordinated with the concerned department and concerned officers
and experts are also taken on board for consultation and wide ownership purposes.

Such undertakings for diagnostic studies and reforms in public sector have saved
public money and spared the public problems and hassles. Implementation of all these
measures for improvement in systems of public service delivery is regularly monitored.
We have conducted the following studies;

 study on Islamabad Traffic Police;

 study on and devising of Asset Declaration and Monitoring System;

 study on Public Procurement System;

 study on and drafting of Ethics Retreat;

 study on Defense Procurement System;

 study on Remuneration and Tenure Security;

 study on and Ratification of UNCAC;

 study on strengthening of ACEs;

 study on Gold Import SROs;

 study on Pakistan Mint;

 study on Sindh Police- Selection, Salary System and Absentee Enrolments;

 study on Regional Transport Authority Punjab;



 study on Health System Improvements in KPk;

 study for Improving Procurement System in KPk;

 study for Reforms in Skills Development Council;

 study for Reforms in Systems of Storage and Transportation of Wheat;

 study for Reforms in Trade Testing Board;

 study on General Post Office-Pension Payments to Para-military
Forces;

 study on Military Pension System;

 study on Revenue System Reforms- Computerization of Land Record in
KPk;

 study on Lahore Mass Trade System;

 study on Reforms in Traffic Police System in Islamabad;

 study on Prevention of Public/Private Housing Societies Scams;
 other miscellaneous interventions.

Similarly, NAB has been actively participating in international forums against
corruption after ratification of the UNCAC. It has been sharing its experiences and
knowledge in the anti-corruption field with all members of such forums. NAB
provides and seeks international assistance under section 21 of NAO-1999 which
greatly facilitates investigation and prosecution of corrupt public office holders
and recovery of looted wealth.

Article 10: Public Reporting

The President of Pakistan had promulgated an ORDINANCE NO. XCVI OF 2002,
called the Freedom of Information Ordinance 2002. The Ordinance is meant to
provide for transparency and freedom of information to ensure that the citizens of
Pakistan have improved access to public records and for the purpose to make the
Federal Government more accountable to its citizens, and for matters connected
therewith or incidental thereto. Under this Ordinance all citizens of Pakistan well
within their right to obtain information they needed for to know decision of their
officialdom or government of the day. The Ordinance addresses the issue of
transparency and prevention of corruption.

Similarly, most of the Ministries, Divisions and Attached Departments of the
Government of Pakistan publish periodicals and annual reports to report activities
for information of the general public
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